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Abstract: This paper aims to analyze the impact of corona virus on the performative tradition of Patua geet of Bengal, which appears 
at the cross section of literature and culture. Culture and literature are inseparable categories, or rather, categories which overlap and 
intersect. Song is such a cultural form, which appears at the interface between these two overlapping categories. Whenever a song is 
performed, the performer tells tales through the songs. Especially, in case of folk singers, the composer is a singer, oral poet as well as 
the performer and guardian of the generational memories which get handed down through immeasurable practices in the akhra (place 
where rehearsal takes place). The paper argues that these song lyrics or the song-texts are embedded in social encounters and provide 
narratives that explain the nature of life and describe human responses to challenges, and therefore it is important to analyse these 
song lyrics. The contemporary Patua songs on Corona become a medium for such artists to spread awareness about the current 
pandemic situation. These performative traditions play a crucial role in such cases as it reaches out to the nooks and corner of rural 
areas; though there is a constant effort from the Governments’ side to make people aware of the current situation. The global issue is 
being addressed here by the local tools and methods. 
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Introduction 

The year 2020 has witnessed one of the deadliest pandemics in the world- the outbreak of the Novel Corona virus. In March 
2020 World Health Organization declared COVID 19 outbreak as a pandemic and all the countries were given warnings by WHO so 
that they could take necessary measures to fight against this grave situation. Most of the countries chose to impose curfews, lockdown, 
quarantine, and other restrictive measures to prevent the transmission of this dangerous virus. India is no exception. Our honourable 
Prime Minister declared nationwide lockdown on 24th March 2020 for 21 days. Since then, lockdown measures have been extended 
as the virus continued to spread across the country. 

 
Our life went topsy-turvy during this pandemic situation. People who belong to the economically lower strata of the society 

were deeply affected by the lockdown measures. The folk performers were also a part of the community who had no income during 
this period. The folk performances in modern society struggle to thrive in this onslaught of the technological revolution. COVID-19 
brought a double whammy for the already struggling folk performers. But even in this situation, the folk artists continued to create 
different art forms because art is a way of living for every artist. The Patuas of Bengal are no exception. They continued to draw 
Patachitra in this deadly outbreak and through their art form they tried to make us conscious about the ongoing pandemic situation. 
Indigenous performances always find a way to cope up with the changing time. The issue of COVID-19 is so grave that most of the 
folk performative traditions have addressed and created something new as a response to the ongoing worldwide crisis.  

 
Analysis of Pater Geet 

Patachitra or scroll painting is the art of painting on cloth which is mostly famous in the villages of Midnapore district. 
Patachitra is a visual narrative through which the performers (Patuas) depict the mythological narratives while singing songs. The 
word pata means ‘cloth’ and chitra means ‘painting’.  According to the local people of Midnapore and other research scholars, Patuas 
“belong to an endogamous caste whose religion and customs are between Hindu and Islam.” (Acharyya 62) There are many 
controversies regarding the ancestral history of Patuas. According to one of the versions, the Patuas converted to Islam to escape the 
‘jijiya’ tax. But they continued to paint figures from Hindu Mythology and as a result, they were never accepted wholeheartedly by the 
Muslim community. Another version informs us that these artists originally belong to a different tribe. Their forefathers came to 
Bengal and “were partially assimilated to Hinduism as they became the scroll painters of Hindu epics.” (Acharyaa 61) But as Bengal 
was under Muslim rule, they also adopted partial Muslim identity to please the rulers of Bengal.  

 
Patachitra is an amalgamation of oral narratives, visual narratives, and music and for ages, it has been a medium to convey 

visual and oral messages about contemporary society. These paintings “helped to preserve valuable information about social 
transformations, stories of migrations and detail of socio-political and religious reflections as well- all of which help to form the 
framework of an important section of the history of the masses- which often goes uncharted.” (Mathur, “Patachitra Paintings”) Our 
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life has changed a lot since the outbreak of corona virus.  Like other folk artists, Patuas have also struggled a lot to survive this 
pandemic situation. But that did not stop them from creating masterpieces. They continued to convey messages about the corona virus 
through their art form of Patachitra. The following songs of scroll painting (Paater geet) deal with the theme of corona virus and by 
using this art form and singing these songs, the Patuas try to spread awareness about the pandemic situation that has resulted among 
the rural people of Bengal. The following song has been taken from the YouTube channel of Susovan Chitrakar: 

 
I. Bina proyojone amra baire ashbo nai 
Virus ke tarate gele ghore thaka chai 
Sara biswe chutchhe virus barchhe hay hutash 
Charidike sudhu jeno virus er batash 
Proti muhurte hochhe prokash tomra shono nai 
Refrain:  Bina proyojone amra baire ashbo nai 
 
II. Gobeshokre bolchhe tara shone sob re bhai  
Ekjon theke 400 joner hote pare bhai 
Tokhon kintu pabena re hay keno bhabchho nai 
Refrain:  Bina proyojone amra baire ashbo nai 
 
III. Somikkha kore bolechhe tara daktarbabugon  
Saban diye haat ti dhowa oti proyojon 
Ekotha rekho swaron bhul koro nai 
Refrain:  Bina proyojone amra baire ashbo nai 
 
IV. Gola khushkhush kasha jor hole niye jao hospitale  
Doctor babuder kachhe poramorsho nite 
Tader moto cholbo sokole bhoy robe na bhai 
Refrain: Bina proyojone amra baire ashbo nai 
  
Translation 
I. We will not get out of our home without any reason 
We have to stay home to fight this deadly virus 
The world is suffering from this virus outbreak 
Tears and Worries are increasing 
As the virus is spreading in every nanosecond 
Refrain: We will not get out of our home without any reason 
 
II. The scientist are of opinion  
That one COVID carrier can affect upto 400 people 
Please listen to them as you will be unable to find another way  
Refrain: We will not get out of our home without any reason 
 
III. The doctors are advising everyone to wash the hands with soap 
Please remember their advice and don’t commit any mistake 
Refrain: We will not get out of our home without any reason 
 
IV. If you have fever, cough or irritation in throat, please visit the hospital 
You can be safe by following the doctors’ advice 
There is nothing to worry about 
Refrain: We will not get out of our home without any reason 
 

In the above-mentioned song, the Patua artists here, try to warn the people of their locality about the ongoing pandemic 
situation resulted from the outbreak of corona virus. The very first line of the song “Bina proyojone amra baire ashbo na” urges the 
people to stay their home. The performers advise that people should only get out if they have any emergency. The second stanza of the 
song makes people aware of the speed at which corona virus can transmit from one single person to 400 people in a few seconds. 
Therefore, the singers urge the common people to follow the advice of scientists and health workers. The singers also request that the 
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people should follow the prescribed measures such as washing the hands repeatedly or contacting the doctors when needed as these 
small steps are necessary to fight this lethal pandemic.  

 
Another song has been taken from the YouTube channel of Banglanatok.com: 

I. Shono shono O go doyal Tomay janabo kemone/Corona Virus er kotha shuina Buk fete jay re/Tomay janabo kemone 
II. Bishwa jure shoker chhaya proti ghore ghore/Karo Baba kande ma o kande bideshe ache karor chhele/Thakumara kende bole 
kemon kore banchire  
III. Chin theke elo ei virus manusher shorire/Ekjoner theke anekjoner hoy bolchhe bare bare/Emon bishakto viruser jonmo tumi 
dile kemon kore he 
IV. Cough kashi jor hole shwashe koshto hole/Naake mukhe chapa diye jao hospital e/Doctor babur sthe poramorsho nile kono 
khoti nai re 
V. Saban diye haat dhobe bare bare/ Hanchi kashir somoye nake mukhe chapa dibe/ Nije bancho onyoke banchao deshke 
banchaore 
VI. Corona Virus er osudher jnno Bigyani ra bhaben/ Doctor didimoni patient er chikitsa koren/Nijeder kotha na bhebe seba kore 
jay re 
VII. Hajar hajar manush pran harachhe corona virus e/ Tai prodhan montr sobar jnno lock down dekechhe/ Sobai bhalo thaako 
bolchhe barebare/Ami patua sobar kachhe anurosh janai/ Gorib dukhider kachhe jeno khabar pouchhe jay/ Ei lockdown jeno 
manusher anahare mrityu na daake re 
VIII. Tumi doyal sobi paro shono sobar kotha/Bigyani der doctor babur budhhi diyechho mathay/Abar amra ek hobo anonde 
katabo re 

 
Translation 

I. Oh Merciful! Listen to me/I don’t know how to inform you about the Corona virus/This incident is extremely heart breaking/I 
don’t know how to express my feelings. 
II. The world is filled with the terror of Corona virus/The same with every household/Someone’s father is crying or someone’s 
mother as their children are staying abroad/Grandmothers are scared and they wonder how to survive this terrible virus 
III. The virus originated in China/It can spread from one person to hundred/Oh Lord! How could you create such deadly virus? 
IV. If you are having cough, fever or breathing problems, you should cover your mouth and nose and visit the nearest hospital/ 
There is nothing to be scared of if you follow the advice of doctors. 
V. Wash your hands repeatedly/ Cover your nose and mouth while sneezing or coughing/ Save your country by protecting 
yourself and others. 
VI. The scientists are working relentlessly to discover the medicine/The doctors and health workers are looking after patients 
tirelessly exposing themselves to danger. 
VII. Thousands are losing their lives due to this virus/Our Prime Minister has called for nationwide lockdown/ The health 
officials are repeatedly urging everyone to take care of themselves. As a Patua I request everyone to contribute some food to the 
poor and needy/ No should starve to death in this lockdown. 
VII. Oh Lord! You are the supreme energy and you can do anything/ Please listen to everyone’s prayer/ Hope we will be able to 
overcome this crisis and will be back to our normal life soon. 

 
In the above-mentioned song, the performer Swarna Chitrakar narrates the present scenario of our country and informs us 

about the steps taken by the government to fight this COVID-19 outbreak. The second stanza describes the terror and horror that has 
been brought by this fatal virus into the world. Like the previous song, this song too makes people aware of corona virus, and the 
singer-performer advises the common people to wash the hands repeatedly, to cover the nose and mouth while sneezing or coughing. 
The singer urges us to follow these precautions and she is of the opinion that we can save our country by protecting ourselves and 
others from corona virus. The song also talks about the sacrifice of health workers who have been working tirelessly and looking after 
the patient’s day and night without thinking about themselves.  The singer is also worried about the poor and needy as she knows that 
the lockdown will bring an extreme difficulty to them who face hunger or homelessness. As a Patua (Pat-singer and painter) she 
requests the common people to help the needy and poor people in this grave situation. Lastly, the singer prays to the Almighty and 
hopes that normalcy will soon be restored.  

 
 Another artist Mamoni Chitrakar requests the common people through her song and scroll painting to maintain social 
distance to break the chain of virus transmission. The song lyrics or the song texts also advice everyone to wear masks all the time- 
“Mukhe mask pore thakibe shono go sobai/Nije bojho onnoke bojhao shono go sobai.” (“Patachitra Song on Covid - 19 by Mamoni 
Chitrakar”)If translated the above-mentioned lyrics say-Wear masks all the time/ Please realize the gravity of this situation and make 
others aware of this grave situation. The song lyrics also inform us about the different initiatives taken by the State Government to 
help the needy during the lockdown period- “Ei lockdown manusher anek koshto dichhe shono go bhai/Tai Mukhyomantri bina 
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poishay ration dichhe tai.” (“Patachitra Song on Covid - 19 by Mamoni Chitrakar”)If translated the above-mentioned lyrics say-People 
have struggled a lot to get a square meal during the lockdown/ Therefore our Chief Minister is giving away free ration to the poor 
people. Like all other Patachitra songs which deal with the corona virus, this song also ends on a positive note where the singer hopes 
that we will fight together and will soon wake up to a virus-free morning.  
 
Conclusion 

From time immemorial, humankind has been using song-cultures to express their emotions, feelings, anguish, anger, despair, 
and desolation. Singing, therefore, serves as a bridge between the psychic self and the physical self of an individual and others. This 
can be observed in the song-cultures of Patuas as well. These Patuas express their agony, amusement, joy, wonder, pain, and pleasure 
through their paintings and their songs. Their scroll paintings and songs also narrate the recent happenings of any society. Therefore, 
we see when the world is fighting the outbreak of corona virus, these artists are trying to make people aware of the recent pandemic 
situation through their performative traditions. Most of these composers lack formal education. Despite that, they can create songs 
spontaneously without any dependency on scribal technologies. This is known as responsive reception which is the peculiarity of 
Indian culture. They receive some narratives and response to those narratives by creating myriad cultural forms. What helps these 
people to compose several cultural forms is Shruti (Shruti in Sanskrit refers to the body of religious texts which were heard and the 
transmitted orally from generation to generation) and Smriti (Smriti comes from the word “Smara” which means remembrance or 
memory). They listen to some narratives and then transform and transmit the received narrative into multifarious cultures of memory. 
As we have seen, these artists have gathered information about corona virus and have produced these song texts from their memory. 
Nothing can stop these artists to continue their performative traditions. This performative tradition of Patachitra is the lifeline of these 
artists. Literature and culture have always been the mirrors of society. The folk arts and performative traditions appear at the cross 
section of literature and culture and these performative traditions have always reflected the recent happenings of the society. The 
recent outbreak of corona virus and the suffering of the whole world have touched the hearts of these folk performers. Therefore, these 
Patuas have chosen their art form of Patachitra to reflect the current situation of the society and these scroll paintings accompanied by 
paater geet or songs become a medium through which the performers try to spread awareness about the outbreak of corona virus 
among the rural people of Bengal as these performative traditions play a crucial role in such cases as it reaches out to the nooks and 
corner of rural Bengal. 
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